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The tenant preemption is an important system on the civil law, it has a long 
history and a special position in legal system. As a right based on the preemptive right, 
tenant preemption is also an important right on the civil law, it is helpful to raise an 
economic performance, stabilize economic order and the healthy development of real 
estate market. It also plays an indispensable role with respect to improving 
economical returns, stabilizing the economical order and promoting the healthy and 
rapid development of socialist market economy. Civil legislation in China has also 
given some allowance for this issue, which is still too sketchy and impractical, 
therefore to be amended. 
In the thesis, the author manages to analyze the tenant preemption in the light of 
four aspects: 
Chapter one introduces the conception, the nature of tenant preemption its 
historical development and different opinion has existed on the issue whether tenant 
preemption should be annulled. The tenant preemption refers to the privilege granted 
by law or contract to purchase the object in advance of the third party of same 
conditions. The tenant preemption originates from the Roman law in Byzantine period. 
But with developing of the right, it is a procedure from interests in expectancy to 
realize of the right, with several stage insides. Preemption of lessee is confirmed by 
law due to the function of its meeting the special need in society. Different opinion 
has existed on the issue whether preemption of tenant should be annulled. Although 
negative effect would appear, namely possibly harming the principle of contract 
freedom and the rights of leasors and the third parties', it can not be denied its 
function on releasing conflict, improvement of utility of property and the optimization 
of resources' distribution. 
Chapter two investigates the law nature of tenant preemption. The author 















formation and the theory of real right or creditor's right, pass an above critique. The 
author considers that the nature of tenant preemption is a right of formation. In the 
meantime, the author thinks that the tenant preemption as the right of formation which 
not only produced a business relation, but also the ownership of subject matter 
immediately transfers and namely the tenant preemption not only is the right of 
formation, or can become the right of dual law result. 
Chapter three introduces some problems in the exertion of tenant preemption. 
They are the subject of right should exercise his right under the same condition in a 
certain period. Some discussions are made on the method, efficiency of the 
performance of tenant preemption etc. a series of problem, analyzed condition and 
blemish of our country tenant preemption system. 
In Chapter four, the author reiterates that our country can't abandon the tenant 
preemption system. On the contrary, based on current tenant preemption system, we 
should combine the actual circumstance of our country and take it into perfect, make 
it in construction and development of socialism market economy exertive larger 
function. In view of our existing deficiency on the tenant preemption institution, some 
suggestions are put forward for the legislator's reference. 
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买权作了较为详尽的规定，在《德国民法典》债的关系法中从第 504 条至 514 条
对优先购买权作了一般性规定，第 570 条规定了承租人的优先购买权，物权法中
从 1094 条至 1104 条规定了物(土地)的优先购买权，《继承法》中第 2034、第 2035
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